**Types of Play: Don’t panic! Each section should be read during game play after the die is rolled.**

**Pitch It ... The Group Decides ... Everyone Plays**
- All players (including the ROLLER) must play an ORANGE OBJECT CARD from their hand that appeals to the GROUP.
  - Each player then gives a brief verbal "pitch" to the GROUP.
  - Players vote for their favorite ORANGE OBJECT CARD by a simple hand-raise. Players MUST VOTE but MAY NOT vote for their own card.
  - The majority winner is awarded the BLUE SCENARIO CARD and wins the round.

**Take It to the Next Level!! (Optional)**

**Strategy:** Know your audience. Remember that there are no hard and fast rules for why certain ORANGE OBJECT CARDS might be chosen by the ROLLER or GROUP. The chosen "favorite" ORANGE OBJECT CARD is very subjective and is completely up to their whims. Keep in mind that certain cards may work better for "No Pitch" rounds as you strategically play your cards.

**Table Talk:** Conversation relating to the number of SCENARIO CARDS held by players is strictly prohibited. Other types of table talk, including allowing more of an open forum including rebuttals, may enhance or negatively slow play. Feel free to create your own rules with regard to this type of table talk.

**Wild Cards:** Some people prefer to play the game WITHOUT the Wild Cards. Feel free to remove the Wild Cards from the deck if you desire.

**No Pitch Rounds:** If you prefer a more chaotic less strategic game then it is permissible to play all rounds as “PITCH it” rounds. Please note that this can change the strategy of the game. With all rounds as “PITCH it” rounds, players can deliberately vote against a player that they believe is close to winning.

**Speed Play:** A much faster pace of play is possible when players are forced to choose their ORANGE OBJECT CARD quickly and place it on the table. Larger groups may decide to disqualify the player who chooses his/her ORANGE OBJECT CARD last, from participating in the round.

**QUESTIONS & COMMENTS:**
www.zobmondo.com / ph: 800-417-0017
Find even more Zobmondo!! products at retailers everywhere or check out the website.